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University Relations •  The University of Montana •  Missoula, MT 59812 •  (406) 243-2522
Aug. 25, 2004
STUDENTS TO LAUNCH NEAR-SPACE RESEARCH BALLOON — Missoula middle 
school students and University of Montana scientists have teamed to launch a research balloon 
to the edge of space this weekend. They will participate in a practice launch at 4 p.m. 
Thursday, Aug. 26, on the UM Oval. The balloon will be partially inflated. The actual launch 
will take place Saturday, Aug. 28, from a location such as Helena or Great Falls, depending 
on the wind and weather.
Ten students from Rattlesnake and Washington middle schools have worked on the project with 
UM’s Department of Physics and Astronomy. Students helped outfit the balloon, as well as the 
capsules and instruments it will carry aloft. The balloon will rise to about 60,000 feet before 
popping, allowing onboard instruments to parachute back to the ground. The students and 
researchers then will track the parachute using GPS.
The balloon will carry temperature and pressure sensors and a digital camera to snap 
photographs of its flight. Images from past flights have revealed black skies and the curvature 
of the Earth.
The balloon project is called BOREALIS -  the Balloon Outreach, Research, Exploration and 
Land Imaging System. Funding for the project comes from NASA’s Montana Space Grant 
Consortium and the National Science Foundation. Past flights have originated from Montana 
State University-Bozeman, and this is the first launch from UM. Each flight costs about $400 
to $500.
Future flights are planned, hopefully with experiments designed by junior high students. Some 
possibilities include studies of cosmic rays and forest fire particles. For more information, call 
Jennifer Fowler, physics department outreach coordinator, at 243-5273 or John Belz, physics 
assistant professor, at 243-5179.
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